Monsoon Trail - Coorg
Group Tour
Join our Monsoon Trail to Coorg and get to see the nature at its best with lush green plants
and trees, full of water in falls and nice weather. The Trip covers the Coorg which is also called as
Scotland of India. Please contact 7550042234 / keyterns@gmail.com to register. Trip is suitable Nature
Enthusiasts, Youngsters, Students, Group of friends, Families, Kids.
The trip also covers Talacauvery, the birthplace of the sacred river Cauvery, The Brahmagiri hill is
situated right beside the temple.
Detailed Itinerary:
DAY 1

At 21.00 Hours, Meet and Greet everyone at Thirumangalam Metro Station. Onboard the
AC Vehicle and Start from Chennai

Day 2

Reach Madikeri..Early check in.
Post breakfast, drive to Abbey Falls.
Abbey Falls, also known as Abbi Falls, is located
amidst large spread of coffee plantations and is
around 10 KM away from the town of Madikeri. The
falls water gets into the river Kaveri. The misty spray
of water cascading down to a small river provides a
mesmerising view.

Madikeri Fort
Built in the 17th century by Muddu Raja using mud, the structure
was rebuilt by Tipu Sultan in granite. Linga Rajendra Wodeyar II
reconstructed it in brick and mortar between 1812 and 1814.Life
size stone elephants are seen at the entrance. A panoramic view of
the entire city is provided by the fort.
Lunch at Resort.
Mandalpatti
Mandalpatti is a viewpoint, which is located at a
distance of about 35 km from Madikeri town.
Tourists can reach the 600 metres high point
through the coffee plantations via off Road Jeep
Ride. Mandalpatti is a scenic beauty. Normal tours
do not cover this place. Its an excellent movie
outdoor shooting spot.

Raja’s seat
The relaxing venue for the Kings of Kodagu, the view from Raja's Seat is unparalleled. The
breathtaking view of sun setting into the undulated mountains is mesmerizing. The garden
here is adorned with multitude of flowers.
Dinner & overnight stay in resort.
Games & Activities.
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Day 3

Breakfast & Checkout
Drive to Talacauvery
Talacauvery, the birthplace of the sacred river
Cauvery,The Brahmagiri hill is situated right
beside the temple. There are a series of steps
leading to the top of the hill. From there, one can
have a 360 degree view of the surrounding hills.
Walk up the hill is generally through the clouds. It
will be an excellent experience.

Lunch at Madikeri
Optional River Rafting in Dubare Elephant
camp. Visit Dubare Elephant camp
Jungle camp offering elephant bathing, feeding &
riding experiences & optional rafting on the Kaveri
River. Dubare is known for its elephant camp, a
forest camp on the banks of the river Kaveri in the
district of Kodagu, Karnataka. It is an important
base for the Karnataka Forest Department's
elephants.
Visit to Tibetan Monastery.
Post Dinner Start the return Journey to chennai
Day 4

Reach Chennai By 5:00 am with wonderful memories.

Cost

Rs.5400 + Actual Stay Charges as per hotel tariff.

Cost
Inclusions

Transport from Chennai to Coorg and back in AC vehicle, Food, Branded Water,
Morning & Evening Coffee / Tea with Snacks, Tour Escort.

Cost
Exclusions

Accommodation, anything other than inclusions. Any cost related to optional spots /
items.

Note: Time given is indicative. Itinerary is subject to change. Cost is for Indian Citizen.
About KeyTerns: KeyTerns, a Theme Travel Team, designs & organizes thematic, event filled tours.
KeyTerns theme tours include Musical, Sports, Food, Adventure, Cultural, Educational, City, Historical,
Cycling, Sailing, Beach & Backwater, Geological, Spiritual, etc. KeyTerns derives its name from super
bird "Arctic Tern". A small, slender white bird, the Arctic Tern is well known for its long yearly migration.
It’s travel from its Arctic breeding grounds to its wintering grounds off of Antarctica may cover perhaps
90,000 km per year. In its lifetime, it travels 24 Lacs KM, which is equivalent to 3 times traveling to Moon
and coming back.

